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ABSTRACT
In the gradient method, soil heat flux density at a known depth G is determined as the product of soil
thermal conductivity l and temperature T gradient. While measuring l in situ is difficult, many field studies
readily support continuous, long-term monitoring of soil T and water content u in the vadose zone. In this
study, the performance of the gradient method is evaluated for estimating near-surface G using modeled
l and measured T. Hourly l was estimated using a model that related l to u, soil bulk density rb, and texture at
2-, 6-, and 10-cm depths. Soil heat flux Gm was estimated from modeled l and measured T gradient (from
thermocouples). The Gm results were evaluated with heat flux data GHP determined using independent measured
l and T gradient from heat-pulse probes. The l model performed well at the three depths with 3.3%–7.4% errors.
The Gm estimates were similar to GHP (agreed to within 15.1%), with the poorest agreement at the 2-cm soil
depth, which was caused mainly by the relatively greater variability in rb. Accounting for temporal variations in
rb (with core method) improved the accuracies of l and Gm at the 2-cm depth. Automated u monitoring approaches (e.g., time domain reflectometry), rather than gravimetric sampling, captured the temporal dynamics of
near-surface l and G well. It is concluded that with continuous u and T measurements, the l model–based
gradient method can provide reliable near-surface G. Under conditions of soil disturbance or deformation,
including temporally variable rb, data improves the accuracy of G data.

1. Introduction
The surface energy balance (SEB) drives the dynamics of water, energy, and biogeochemical cycles near
the Earth’s surface. As a key component of the SEB, soil
heat flux at the land surface G0 is important in modulating hydrological, ecological, and atmospheric processes (Gentine et al. 2012; Wang and Bou-Zeid 2012).
Commonly, G0 is determined using the combination
method, which includes soil heat flux density at a depth
G a few centimeters below the surface, the rate of heat
Corresponding author: Tusheng Ren, tsren@cau.edu.cn

storage change in the soil layer above the G measurement depth, and correction of latent heat flux consumed
by evaporation (if the evaporation front is below
G measurement depth; Mayocchi and Bristow 1995;
Ochsner et al. 2007; Heitman et al. 2010). Reliable
G estimates are required for determining G0 accurately
with the combination method (Sauer and Horton 2005;
Ochsner et al. 2006).
The gradient method, which is based on Fourier’s law,
has been applied to determine G from measurements of
soil thermal conductivity l and temperature gradient
(DT/Dz; where T indicates temperature and z indicates
depth). Soil temperature can be measured using
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2. Materials and methods
a. Soil thermal conductivity model
In this study, the L14 model was used to estimate the
dynamics of l. We chose this model for its relatively high
accuracy, ease of use, and the capability of describing
l as a function of variable rb and u.
L14 developed an empirical model for estimating
l with an exponential function:
l 5 ldry 1 exp(b 2 u2a ) ,

(1)

where ldry is the thermal conductivity of dry soils
(W m21 K21) and a (related to clay fraction of soil fc)
and b (related to quartz fraction of soil fq and rb) are
shape factors of the l (u) curve.
A linear function is used to determine ldry from soil
porosity n:
ldry 5 20:56n 1 0:51.

(2)

The shape factors can be determined using the following functions:
a 5 0:67fc 1 0:24

and

b 5 1:97fq 1 1:87rb 2 1:36fq rb 2 0:95.

(3)
(4)

We assumed that the soil sand fraction fs could serve as a
proxy for fq, and thus, fs was used in place of fq in Eq. (4).

b. Field site and soil physical attributes
The field study was performed at the experimental farm
of China Agricultural University (408N, 1168E). The soil
has a sandy loam texture with 79.8%, 7.9%, and 12.3%
sand, silt, and clay, respectively. Before sensor installation
on day of year (DOY) 233 in 2014, the soil was tilled to a
10-cm depth. Three parameters, soil texture (fs and fc), rb,
and u are required for the L14 model. The values of fs and
fc were determined with the pipette method (Gee and Or
2002). Information about sampling depth and frequency
for soil bulk density and water content is listed in Table 1.
The value of rb was determined by sampling the soil from
DOY 253 to 278, with an average interval of 1.9 days. Soil
cores from the 0–5- and 5–10-cm soil layers were collected
with core samplers (5 cm diameter and 5 cm high, three
replicates for each layer), oven dried at 1058C for 24 h, and
weighed to determine rb. A meteorological station at the
site provided precipitation data with a tipping-bucket
rain gauge.

c. Soil water content measurement
Hourly u measurements at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm depths
were collected using a time domain reflectometer (TDR;
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temperature sensors with a relatively high accuracy
(McInnes 2002). Determining l can be difficult, as it
changes temporally and spatially by a factor of 2–5 under the influences of soil texture, mineral composition,
volumetric water content u, bulk density rb, and salt
content (Abu-Hamdeh and Reeder 2000; Sauer 2002).
A few studies have investigated the effects of
l determination on G with the gradient method
(Kimball et al. 1976; Peters-Lidard et al. 1998; Evett
et al. 2012) and suggest that the reliability of G depends largely on the accuracy of l. However, the difficulties in obtaining reliable and dynamic l usually
limit the application and accuracy of the gradient
method in the field.
The heat-pulse probe (HPP) has been shown to work
well in obtaining l and G for rigid soils under field conditions (Cobos and Baker 2003; Ochsner et al. 2006;
Heitman et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2015). This approach has
the advantages of providing in situ and continuous l with
minimum soil disturbance and permitting collocated and
concurrent measurements of l and DT/Dz. Also, several
corrections are available for minimizing measurement
errors associated with the HPP technique (e.g., ambient
temperature drift, soil-probe thermal contact resistance,
finite probe properties, and soil–air interface; Jury and
Bellantuoni 1976; Bristow et al. 1993; Liu et al. 2013; Lu
et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014). The HPP method, however, requires substantial instrumentation and data
processing.
Soil thermal conductivity models (e.g., Johansen 1975;
Chung and Horton 1987; C^
oté and Konrad 2005) provide an alternative way for estimating l from easily
measurable soil parameters such as texture, u, and rb.
For example, an improved Johansen (1975) model presented by Lu et al. (2007) provided reliable l using
texture, u, and rb. This model has been applied in studies
of coupled heat and water transfer in soils (Farhadi et al.
2014; Dong et al. 2015). A simple model developed by
Lu et al. (2014, hereafter L14) estimates l for soils with
various soil textures and different rb values across a wide
u range. Laboratory tests showed that these simple
models provide reliable l estimates with comparable
accuracy to those obtained using the HPP. Therefore,
l models have potential for determining G. However,
there is a lack of information about performance and
potential error sources for application of the l model–
based gradient method under field conditions.
In this study, we introduce a l model–based gradient method for determination of G in the near-surface
soil layer. The new approach is evaluated using the
HPP-based gradient method as a reference. The effects of rb and u data inputs on l and G results are also
assessed.
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TABLE 1. Soil bulk density and water content measurement intervals, depths, and methods in the L14 model.
Model input parameter
23

rb (g cm )
u (cm3 cm23)

Interval

Depth (cm)

Method

1.9 days
1.0 h
1.9 days

0–5 and 5–10
2, 6, and 10
2, 6, and 10

Core method (Grossman and Reinsch 2002)
TDR (Ferré and Topp 2002)
Gravimetric sampling (Zhang et al. 2014)

long, 1.3 mm in diameter, and 6 mm spacing between
adjacent needles) that were held in place with epoxy
resin at one end. Each needle contained a thermocouple
(type E, 50 mm in diameter) at the midpoint, and the
central needle also contained a resistance wire heater.
The HPP was inserted into undisturbed soil, with the
central needle placed at the desired depth and the outer
needles aligned vertically.
For each measurement, an 8-s heat pulse was generated with a 12-V battery to the resistance heater (heating power was in the range of 60–70 W m21), and the
temperature changes were recorded simultaneously at a
1-s interval for 180 s. A datalogger (CR23X, Campbell
Scientific, Logan, Utah) controlled the heating and data
collection process. The l values were estimated from the
temperature change–time curve using a nonlinear regression technique (Welch et al. 1996). The ambient
temperature drift was corrected by subtracting the
background temperature from the temperature measurements (Jury and Bellantuoni 1976). The trend in

d. Measuring l with heat-pulse probes
To evaluate the l estimates from the L14 model,
HPPs were installed at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm depths to
measure hourly l with dual-probe heat-pulse theory
(Bristow 2002). The HPP, built following the design of
Ren et al. (2003), had three stainless-steel needles (4 cm

FIG. 1. Sketch of the soil core sample device for collecting and
splitting soil samples into layers of 1–3, 5–7, and 9–11 cm, which
were used to determine gravimetric water contents at the 2-, 6-, and
10-cm depths. The view is drawn approximately to scale.
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TDR100, Campbell Scientific, Logan, Utah) and three
TDR probes at each depth. The TDR probe has three
rods, with a rod diameter of 0.2 cm, a length of 7.5 cm,
and rod-to-rod spacing of 2 cm. At each measurement,
the time domain reflectometer applied a fast rise time
electromagnetic pulse to the TDR probe, then received
reflected pulse signals and estimated dielectric constant
of the soil based on the ratio of apparent rod length
(product of velocity and travel time of pulse signals) to
real rod length. The dielectric constant estimates
were recorded by a datalogger (CR23X, Campbell
Scientific, Logan, Utah) automatically and were used to
estimate soil volumetric water contents with the equation presented by Topp et al. (1980). At each depth,
volumetric water content measurements were the mean
values of data from three TDR probes.
We also used a soil core sample device (Zhang et al.
2014) to collect soil samples for measuring centimeterscale gravimetric water content. The device consists of a
cylindrical soil core sampler (5 cm diameter and 10 cm
high) with a thin hard plastic liner (open cylinder shape)
taped tightly onto the inner wall (Fig. 1). Before attaching the plastic liner, straight lines were drawn in the
vertical direction (the dashed lines), which served as
marks for cutting the soil sample into layers. To collect
the samples, the upper 1-cm soil layer was removed, and
then the sampler was pushed into the 1–11-cm soil layer.
The core sampler has a sharp, inward-beveled cutting
edge at the bottom end, which helps to minimize the
resistance and soil compaction during insertion. After
excavating the sampler, the soil core within the plastic
liner was taken out carefully, cut into 1–3-, 5–7-, and 9–
11-cm depth increments, weighed, and oven dried at
1058C for 24 h to determine gravimetric water contents
at depths of 2, 6, and 10 cm. The values of u at the three
depths were calculated as the product of gravimetric
water contents and rb measurements. Three replicated
measurements were obtained at an average interval of
1.9 days (i.e., concurrently with rb measurement).
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background temperature was monitored with the outer
needle for 60 s before initiating the heat pulse. Bristow
et al. (1993) proposed another method for correction of
ambient temperature drift by capturing the actual variation in background temperature. This method is recommended for use at very shallow soil depths where
temperature can change dramatically and nonlinearly.
The late-time fitting scheme of Lu et al. (2013) was used
to minimize the influences of finite probe radius, finite
probe heat capacity, and soil-probe thermal contact
resistance.

Soil heat fluxes at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm depths were
determined using the gradient method (Sauer 2002).
The l value at each depth was either measured with an
HPP lHP or estimated with the thermal conductivity
model lm. For the modeling approach, the l value at
the 2-cm depth was estimated from rb measurements
of the 0–5-cm layer and TDR u data at that depth. The
l values at the 6- and 10-cm depths were estimated from
rb data of the 5–10-cm layer and TDR u measurements
at each depth.
For the temperature measurements associated with
the modeling approach, fine-wire thermocouples (type
E, 50 mm in diameter) embedded in stainless-steel needles (4 cm long and 1.3 mm in diameter) were installed at
1-, 3-, 4-, 8-, and 12-cm depths to determine the temperature gradients (DTm/Dzm) at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm
depths, respectively. For the HPP method, the temperature gradients at depths of 2, 6, and 10 cm were calculated by dividing the temperature difference between
the outer needles of an HPP by the needle spacing
(DTHP/DzHP; Ochsner et al. 2006). Before installation,
each HPP was calibrated in agar-stabilized water
(5 g L21) in order to determine the apparent needle-toneedle spacing (Campbell et al. 1991).
Finally, heat flux data from a heat-pulse probe GHP
and Gm were determined as the product of lHP and
DTHP/DzHP and lm and DTm/Dzm, respectively.

f. Error analysis
To evaluate the performance of the thermal conductivity model, we calculated the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) and mean relative error (MRE) of lm against
lHP:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
RMSE 5
å(lHP 2 lm )2 and
n

1 
MRE 5 å(lHP 2 lm )/lHP  ,
n
where n is the number of data points.

(5)
(6)

Similarly, to evaluate the l model–based approach
for estimating Gm, RMSE and MRE of Gm against
GHP were calculated as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
å(GHP 2 Gm )2 and
n

1 
MRE 5 å(GHP 2 Gm )/GHP  .
n

RMSE 5

(7)
(8)

3. Results and discussion
a. Field performance of the L14 thermal conductivity
model
Figure 2 shows the time series of lm and lHP in the
study period. The lm data were obtained based on
hourly TDR u data and assuming a constant bulk density
rb–i, corresponding to rb measured at the beginning of
the experiment. Both lm and lHP increased rapidly with
increasing u (after rainfall) and decreased gradually with
soil drying. At 2 cm, l values were relatively small but
varied considerably with time. At the 6- and 10-cm
depths, l had larger magnitude and slighter temporal
variations as compared to that of the 2-cm depth. This
was caused by the fact that during the wetting–drying
cycles, u at 2 cm was generally smaller (0.09 cm3 cm23 on
average) but varied from 0.03 to 0.22 cm3 cm23, while it
was larger and more stable at 6- and 10-cm depths. These
observations were consistent with previous reports that
near-surface l correlated positively with u (Peng
et al. 2015).
The RMSE and MRE of lm results (against lHP) were
0.05 W m21 K21 and 3.3% at the 6-cm depth and
0.05 W m21 K21 and 3.7% at the 10-cm depth (Table 2).
Linear regression analysis between lm and lHP produced lines with close-to-unity slopes (0.94–0.95) and
high goodness of fit (coefficient of determination r2
range of 0.91–0.92). Thus, the L14 model produced reliable l estimates at the deeper layers. At the 2-cm
depth, however, larger lm errors were observed: the
RMSE and MRE were 0.08 W m21 K21 and 7.4%, respectively (Table 2). The discrepancies between lm and
lHP became greater after DOY 265–266, during which a
19-mm rainfall occurred (Fig. 2a). These discrepancies
are discussed further in following sections.

b. Soil heat flux estimates with modeled thermal
conductivity
Comparisons of Gm and GHP at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm
depths are presented in Fig. 3 and Table 3. Generally,
Gm and GHP followed the same trend and responded
similarly to temporal solar radiation and rainfall. The
magnitude of soil heat flux decreased with increasing
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depth: Gm and GHP ranged from 280 to 220 W m22 at
2 cm, from 260 to 160 W m22 at 6 cm, and from 250 to
80 W m22 at 10 cm, which was caused mainly by the
attenuated soil temperature gradient with depth.
Compared to GHP results, the errors of Gm estimates
ranged from 4.7 W m22 (12.0%) at 10-cm depth to
7.6 W m22 (15.1%) at 2-cm depth. Linear regression
between Gm and GHP produced slopes close to unity
(0.91–0.93) and high r2 values (.0.98; Table 3). The
good agreement between Gm and GHP data indicates
that measured T and model-estimated l can be used in
the gradient method to produce reliable G dynamics.
The discrepancies between Gm and GHP were caused
by the uncertainties in both DTm/Dzm and lm. The differences between DTm/Dzm and THP/DzHP were 12%,
13%, and 12% at 2, 6, and 10 cm, respectively, which
were caused mainly by the spatial variability of field soil
temperature (the thermocouples array located about
15 cm from the HPP sensors) and the differences of
sensor placement depth between thermocouples and
HPP needles. The abovementioned methods for determining DT/Dz, which assume that the near-surface T
profiles are linear, have been used widely in practice

(Kimball et al. 1976; Cobos and Baker 2003; Ochsner
et al. 2006). Under field conditions, however, nearsurface T is often distributed nonlinearly, and assuming a linear T gradient may lead to errors in G results.
An alternative way is to obtain DT/Dz by fitting the
temperature profile with exponential or high-order
polynomial functions, and then determining DT/Dz
from the derivatives. Further study is required to evaluate the performance of this alternative method and to
identify the magnitude of G errors associated with neglecting nonlinearity of the T profiles near the surface.
The empirical nature of the L14 model may also bring
in errors in lm estimates. The range of lm errors in this
study were similar at 6- and 10-cm depths and were close
TABLE 2. RMSE, MRE, and linear regression statistics of soil
thermal conductivity values estimated with the L14 model against
those measured with heat-pulse probes at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm depths.
Depth (cm)

RMSE (W m21 K21)

MRE (%)

Slope

r2

2
6
10

0.08
0.05
0.05

7.4
3.3
3.7

0.80
0.95
0.94

0.91
0.92
0.91
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FIG. 2. Time series of soil thermal conductivity measured with heat-pulse probes and those
estimated with the L14 model at (a) 2, (b) 6, and (c) 10 cm. Daily rainfall is also shown in (c).
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to that obtained by L14 in laboratory tests against HPP
data. At the 2-cm depth, however, the model provided an
anomaly where the lm errors were nearly doubled compared to the deeper depths (Table 2), which resulted in the
greatest discrepancies between Gm and GHP (Table 3).

c. Effects of variable soil bulk density on thermal
conductivity and heat flux estimates
In agricultural soils, rb of the tilled layer varies with
time after tillage or traffic (Alletto and Yves 2009; Liu
et al. 2014), which may affect the transfers of gas, water,
and energy at the soil–air interface. A few researchers
have suggested the importance of accounting for temporal rb (or soil porosity) changes in facilitating quantitative studies on soil gas (Han et al. 2014) or water
movement (Moret and Arrúe 2007; Schwen et al. 2011).
However, temporal changes of rb are rarely considered
when modeling l and estimating G with the gradient
method. Since l depends largely on rb (Farouki 1986;
Bristow 2002), it is reasonable to assume that ignoring
temporal dynamics of rb could bias l and the corresponding G estimates. In this section, we examined the
temporal variability of rb in the 0–5- and 5–10-cm layers
and the subsequent effects on l and G results.

During the study period, rb increased from 1.27 to
1.39 g cm23 in the 0–5-cm soil layer (Fig. 4a). The
rb increase appeared mainly after DOY 266, when there
were two rainfall events during DOY 265–266 (19 mm)
and on DOY 274 (10 mm). The soil bulk density of the
0–5-cm layer was around 1.27–1.29 g cm23 before DOY
266, but increased almost linearly thereafter due to soil
reconsolidation in the wetting–drying processes (Alletto
and Yves 2009).
Figure 4b compares lHP with lm data estimated using
initial bulk density (i.e., rb–i; measured on DOY 253)
and those using variable bulk densities rb–y (Fig. 4a).
When rb–i was used in the model, a large discrepancy

TABLE 3. RMSE, MRE, and linear regression statistics of thermal
conductivity model–based soil heat flux against those determined
with heat-pulse probes at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm depths. Soil temperature
gradients measured with thermocouples and heat-pulse probes were
used for estimating Gm and GHP, respectively.
Depth (cm)

RMSE (W m22)

MRE (%)

Slope

r2

2
6
10

7.6
5.4
4.7

15.1
12.6
12.0

0.91
0.93
0.92

0.99
0.99
0.98
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FIG. 3. Time series of soil heat flux measured with heat-pulse probe and thermal conductivity
model–based values at (a) 2, (b) 6, and (c) 10 cm. Daily rainfall is also shown in (c).
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(0.08 W m21 K21) was observed between lHP and lm
values. When rb–y was used, the accuracy of lm was increased (with errors decreased by 0.03 W m21 K21 or
almost 40%). The improvement in model performance
was more apparent at the later part of the observation
period (after DOY 266; Fig. 4b) when the differences
between rb–y and rb–i became greater following the
wetting–drying cycles discussed above.
It was not surprising that the accuracy of Gm estimates
at the 2-cm depth was improved after accounting for the
temporal variations of rb in lm modeling (Fig. 4c). The
errors in 2-cm depth Gm, after incorporating rb–y, decreased to 5.9 W m22 (12.5%), which was smaller than
errors with Gm based on rb–i at the same depth, and

similar to Gm errors observed at the 6- and 10-cm depths
(12.0%–12.6%, Table 3).
The improvement in Gm estimates at the 2-cm depth
was further illustrated with the ratio of GHP/Gm
(Fig. 4d). In the early study period (before DOY 264)
when rb–y was close to rb–i, the Gm (rb–i) and Gm (rb–y)
data agreed well with the GHP values, and the two GHP/Gm
lines generally overlapped and fluctuated around 1.
After DOY 266 when rb increased gradually, the
rb–i-based GHP/Gm line increased gradually and deviated
substantially from 1, while the rb–y-based GHP/Gm line
remained in the 0.9–1.1 range. Thus, using variable bulk
density in the l model produced more accurate G results
in the near-surface layer.
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FIG. 4. Dynamics of (a) soil bulk density of the 0–5-cm soil layer, (b) soil thermal conductivity
values measured with heat-pulse probes and those estimated with the L14 model, (c) soil
heat flux at 2 cm determined with lHP (GHP) and those with lm (Gm) using variable bulk density
(rb–y) and initial bulk density (rb–i), and (d) the ratio of GHP to Gm for lm (rb–y) vs that of GHP
to Gm for lm (rb–i) at 2 cm.
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An increase in rb was also observed in the 5–10-cm
layer, but to a much lesser extent: from 1.35 to
1.40 g cm23 during the study period. At the 6-cm depth,
using variable rb–y instead of rb–i led to a slight improvement in l model performance (with a 0.01 W m21 K21
reduction in RMSE). RMSE of Gm estimates against GHP
measurements were decreased by 0.3 W m22 after using lm
estimates based on variable rb–y. At 10-cm depth, using
variable rb–y instead of rb–i led to a negligible change in
l model performance (,0.01 W m21 K21), and thus also in
Gm estimates (about 0.1 W m22).

Accurate soil water content, texture, and bulk density
are required for obtaining high-accuracy near-surface G
data using the l model–based gradient method. First, it
is critical to monitor the temporal changes in u. In this
study, gravimetric sampling results ug at a 1.9-day sampling interval produced comparable lm data at the
sampling times to that obtained with the TDR water
contents uT (data not shown). Close examination of the
data around rainfall events, however, showed that the
sampling method failed to capture the dynamics of l and
G shortly after rainfall. For instance, a total of 19 mm
rainfall occurred during the DOY 265–268 period, which
led to a u increase of 0.16 cm3 cm23 at 2-cm soil depth. In
response, the l at 2-cm depth increased rapidly and remained at about 1.0 W m21 K21 thereafter. For the periods when water content was not determined
gravimetrically (e.g., the 2-day interval between the two
discrete ug measurements in Fig. 5a), ug data were linearly interpolated with time to produce 1-h ug data and
then 1-h lm estimates with the L14 model. When hourly
lm (ug) estimates were used in the gradient method, the
magnitude of G was underestimated by about 6 W m22
(22%; dashed–dotted line in Fig. 5b) compared to the
GHP estimates (dashed line in Fig. 5b). This was especially clear around midnight of DOY 266 when l increased significantly (up to 1.14 W m21 K21, Fig. 5a)
with rapid increase of u. This error might exceed
50 W m22 at midday in summer when soil temperature
gradients are large in magnitude (e.g., about 2180 K m21
in maximum on days like DOY 257). On the other hand,
by using the hourly uT data, the L14 model captured the
rapid increase of l and thus produced reliable Gm estimates (solid line in Fig. 5b), as indicated by the close
agreement between Gm and GHP. Similarly, Ochsner
et al. (2007) indicated that gravimetric water content
data could produce reliable soil volumetric heat capacity
using the de Vries (1963) model, but they had inherent
limitations in capturing the temporal changes of heat
capacity.

Second, the L14 model [Eq. (4)] requires the quartz
fraction, which is usually unavailable in meteorological
and soil studies. Instead, many researchers use fs for fq
(e.g., Peters-Lidard et al. 1998; Verhoef et al. 2012) with
the assumption that sand is representative of quartz. In
reality, quartz has a much larger thermal conductivity
than many other soil minerals (8.4 vs 2.9 W m21 K21;
Farouki 1986), and fq may differ considerably from fs
because quartz can exist at all particle sizes (Balland and
Arp 2005). Thus, using fs for fq in the l model may result
in erroneous l estimates (Bristow 1998).
To minimize errors associated with using fs instead of
fq, L14 proposed a single-point correction for estimating
the ‘‘correct’’ shape factor b. Rearranging Eq. (1),
we have
b 5 ln(li 2 ldry ) 1 u2a
i .

(9)

To use this correction method, a measured data point
(ui, li) along with rb and soil clay fraction (for estimating
a) are required. In this study, we determined the ‘‘correct’’ b using a l measurement at an intermediate u
(0.09, 0.16, and 0.17 m3 m23 at 2-, 6-, and 10-cm depths,
respectively), where the largest l changes in response to
b occurred (L14). Use of the corrected b slightly improved the accuracy of modeled l (by 0.01 W m21 K21
on average) and that of the corresponding Gm estimates
(by about 1 W m22 on average). For the particular soil in
this study, sand fraction was an acceptable proxy for
quartz content. In practice, the single-point correction
[Eq. (9)] is recommended for improving the performance of the L14 model when fq is not available.
Finally, our field test suggested that in the 0–5-cm soil
layer, a 0.12 g cm23 rb increase in the 25-day period led
to an increase in G errors of about 2 W m22. In agricultural soils, significant temporal rb change may occur
in the surface soil layers. For example, Liu et al. (2014)
reported that rb increased from about 1.0 to 1.3 g cm23
within 40 days after tillage. In such cases, temporal
rb changes should be accounted for in the l model, or
the errors in l and G estimates could multiply. In this
study, measuring rb three times per week using the core
method was frequent enough to capture the temporal
variation of near-surface rb. Recently, the thermo–time
domain reflectometry sensor has been developed for
monitoring in situ rb dynamics. This technique allows
for determination of rb from concurrent measurement
of soil thermal properties and u (Ochsner et al. 2001; Liu
et al. 2008, 2014). Additionally, for situations where
dramatic temporal rb variations occur, large changes in
sensor depth may occur in circumstances with significant
temporal rb variations. This could cause large uncertainties in estimates of soil-surface heat flux. Keeping
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the sensors stable using supporting structures and
monitoring the change in surface elevation could provide useful information about sensor depth changes with
time. This information can be used in soil heat flux and
heat storage calculations, and thus, may reduce errors in
soil-surface heat flux determination.

4. Summary and conclusions
In this study, we evaluated the potential of using
modeled l with the gradient method for determining G
at shallow soil depths. The L14 model was used to estimate l from soil texture, u, and rb. Comparisons between G measurements from the HPP and those based
on the l model revealed that the gradient method with
modeled l could produce reliable near-surface G. Use
of the l model instead of an HPP had the advantages of
fewer requirements for instruments, data collection, and
postprocessing.
Compared to the 6- and 10-cm depths, relatively
larger G errors were observed at the 2-cm depth,
which was mainly due to l modeling errors by

ignoring temporal rb changes. The accuracies of l and
the corresponding G estimates were improved after
accounting for the temporal changes in rb. In addition,
continuous u measurements obtained using in situ
techniques (e.g., TDR) are required to capture the
temporal variations of l and G, especially during
wetting–drying processes when near-surface water
content can change rapidly. A single-point correction
can be used to mitigate l modeling errors caused by
inaccurate soil mineralogy information. Further field
evaluations for a range of soils and surface conditions
are required to identify the accuracy and reliability of
the use of the gradient method with model-estimated l.
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period. Hourly rainfall is also shown in (a).
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